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OVERVIEW
We understand our developmental care methodology as a holistic 
and child-centred approach, which aims at guiding the young people 
in our care on self-discovery journeys, to define new ways of 
belonging and discover and own their identity – a secure sense of 
self is the basis for a healthy development and growth of 
independence and resilience.

In line with the developmental stages of each child, the physical and 
mental needs are assessed, educational and recreational needs 
established, and the individual developmental plan is the result of a 
collective, multidisciplinary assessment. Part of the roadmap are 
also steps to achieve a durable solution in terms of returning the 
child in a stable family setting and to ensure the child’s legal stay in 
the country.

Our overall interventions are based on our learning that building a 
sense of self, recognising and defining your identity and 
experiencing belonging can enhance wellbeing and resilience within 
young lives. The use of creative expression can support young 
people to build self-awareness and self-confidence. A creative 
approach allows for young people to recognise the forms of 
knowledge and identities that exist within them. Hence, an 
important part of our work for young people at Lawrence House is 
locating a relationship between the past and the present people and 
to imagine new connections between the personal and the 
collective.

STATISTICS

FUTURE PLANS
Ultimately, the plan for the coming year is to build on the 
learnings and expand what we started in 2018…hence more 
camp, more creative expression projects, more youth 
development projects, more coming together…but also more 
determination in assisting all children and youth of Lawrence 
House in accessing documentation and a swifter pathway to 
family reunification.
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Average occupancy of 
24 children and youth
at all times

admissions of new 
children in 2018

Nationalities 
represented:
Angola - Burundi- 
Congo - DRC - Zimbabwe - 
Somalia- South Africa 
and Zambia

SPECIAL THANKS
Lawrence House is extremely grateful to the following people 
for their endless support, commitment and guidance: all our 
board members, in particular Daksha Hargovan and Jamala 
Safari, Val Valentini, the most incredible clinical supervisor one 
could wish for, the many volunteer cooks and tutors especially 
Dianne, Fatima, Celia and Aunty Marjorie for their over 10 years 
of service, and of course all the other numerous volunteers 
without whom we wouldn’t be able to function.

To all our funders, donors and sponsors – thank you for your 
generosity – you keep Lawrence House going!

To the Scalabrini community our gratitude for their support and 
prayers.
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Lawrence House, as the only 
dedicated residential facility for 
the particular care and protection 
needs of separated refugee 
children and foreign 
unaccompanied minors, renders a 
unique and essential service: its 
multidisciplinary team and 
established support networks are 
able to respond not just to the 
developmental needs of each 
young person placed in its care, 
but also to design an individualised 
journey which takes into account 
the mental health needs o en 
arising from or caused by the 
young person’s migratory 
experiences as well as the 
possible documentation challenge 
of each child.

HIGHLIGHTS
Throughout 2018 Lawrence House staff has aimed at applying its 
findings and exploring new ways of working creatively in a 
residential setting and to challenge outdated care practices. Our 
growth and achievements are certainly linked to our core 
partnerships with Mamelani Projects, Youth facilitator Des van 
Niekerk and PhD researcher Thea Shahrokh.

Results of these partnerships were three successful processes 
that changed the life trajectory of many young people:

>>> A three-day wilderness camp for all Lawrence House youth 
(14 years and older) out in Simonskloof. The camp process was 
vigorously planned and made use of vision quest techniques… 
Cut off from all that is known, the youth had to undergo a very 
personal journey from announcing their presence to the 
wilderness, to a solo night out, equipped only with a sleeping 
bag, a torch, a whistle and their courage and fears… after a 
sumptuous breakfast the following day celebrating their 
“survival”,  a day long mirroring process began… gathered under 
a large tree each young person took turns to grab the talking 
stick and surface a personal aspect… this shared self-discovery 
process lasted well into the night. A hike on the final day allowed 
all participants to leave something behind, and freed from a 
burden, take something new and positive with them.

>>> Talking transitions – part one, was an open conversation 
facilitated by Mamelani projects and featured Lawrence House in 
sharing our experience about working with foreign youth. 
Planned as a conversation among care and social workers, the 
space became a sharing of life stories of the several migrant 
youth (currently, or previously living in CYCCs) present who felt 
compelled to add their voice as the presence of Lawrence House 
made them finally feel heard and understood. When a Maggie 
stock cube Pondu-flavour (commonly used when cooking Cassava 
leaves among others in the DRC) and was handed out as symbol 
for understanding differences, it brought back childhood 
memories for many amongst the foreign youth participants: “My 
grandmother used to cook with this…thank you for bringing me 
back to that moment…”

>>> This is me – Lawrence House first attempt at running a six 
months long creative process to foster a new sense of belonging 
among the participants…the group was restricted to 11 females, 
and comprised a visualisation, embodiment and creative writing 
component. A pre and post questionnaire highlighted how the 
participation and engagement in the activities changed the 
perception of oneself; there was an increase of “being glad that I 
am me”, hence personal acceptance but also the ability of being 
more accepting of others. The creative writing process ultimately 
summed it up as follows

“…I am the daughter of an African woman
 the beat of my heart is the first drum
I am strong, I am feeling, I am love
I am fire
The light that brings everything to life

We are the start of a line that never ends
Generations wrought of earth’s womb
Diamonds risen from the bowels of an African tomb
And so now in life’s high and lows my heart stays steady
In the spirit root of this family tree
Africa lives proud in me.“
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I bonded with Auntie K and Uncle Jeff 
the most. They taught me that life is 
about challenges, and that overcoming 
challenges is what gives you strength. 
They also provided comfort for me when I 
was missing my family.

SUCCESS STORIES

Stella: Lessons of Strength and 
Independence From Lawrence House
Stella, 21, arrived in South Africa in 2008 after migrating from the Democratic Republic of Congo 
(DRC) with her uncle. After adjusting to life in Cape Town, Stella was ready to resume her education; 
she and her uncle looked to Lawrence House, a child and youth care center registered with the 
Department of Social Development, for support. Lawrence House specialises in the care and 
protection of unaccompanied foreign minors and refugee children, as well as children who have 
experienced trauma. 

A Family reunion

The transition from living with her uncle to moving into Lawrence house was eased by the fact that two of her 
brothers (one older, one younger), were already there. Stella had been disconnected from her brothers for almost 
two years. Eager to pick up where they left off, Stella believes that the time they spent apart made their 
relationship stronger.

Stella describes having positive, and even familial relationships with other children in the house. She believes that 
their similar backgrounds prevented feelings of isolation, and allowed themselves to better relate to one another. 
“Half of us came from the same place, from the DRC, some Angolans, so I didn’t feel insecure of my background; 
we had the same struggles, same challenges,” she says.

Developing skills and meaningful relationships

Lawrence House invests in the personal development of its children. Growing up, Stella regularly attended dance 
classes, and the program facilitated a multitude of other activities like karate, cooking classes, weekend picnics, 
trips to the movies, in addition to providing emotional support resources like counseling and therapy. “Every 
week, we had something to do,” Stella reminisces. “We did not watch TV on a regular basis because there were so 
many other things taking place at the house, good activities.”

Leadership and staff at Lawrence house played a crucial role in shaping Stella’s experience, and she describes the 
depth and significance of these relationships fondly. “I bonded with Auntie K and Uncle Jeff the most. They taught 
me that life is about challenges, and that overcoming challenge is what gives you strength. They also provided 
comfort for me when I was missing my family.”

Pursuing a passion for fashion

In addition to emotional support, staff at Lawrence House assist youth to pursue fields of work and study that are 
suitable for their skills and interests. The manager of Lawrence house, known to Stella as Aunt Gulia, guided her 
through the process of applying to university. “She explained what certain things were, helped me with processing 
papers- they don’t let you leave Lawrence house without having something to do. Even if it’s not university, they 
will help you find a short-term job and get on your feet before letting you go,” says Stella.

Stella is currently a textile engineering student at the Cape Peninsula University of Technology. She recalls growing 
up with a passion for clothing design, and feels challenged and fulfilled by her studies. “My courses come along 
with a lot of theories. It isn’t just about drawing designs; there’s a lot more to the field, and I have learned so 
much.”

Stella plans to finish university this year, and her long-term goal is to work until she can afford to bring the rest of 
her family from the DRC to South Africa. “In terms of my decisions and choices, I can say that I wouldn’t be the 
person that I am today without Lawrence house. I’m a stronger person because of my experience there. 
I always think back to the lessons staff members gave me. Before, I wasn’t as strong as I am now, but I can make 
decisions that I’m sure will work in my way,” she reflects. 
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The centre is registered with the South African 
Department of Social Development as a non-profit 

organisation (021-0  NPO), as a youth and child care 
centre (C7569) and as a Public Benefit Organisation 

with the South African Revenue Services ( 0012808) 
and governed by a Trust (IT2 4 200 ). Auditors: CAP 

Chartered Accountants.
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